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automatic letter opener
MAXIMUM PRODUCTIVITY
MAIL OPENING & SORTING SOLUTION

306 Automatic Letter Opener
ENHANCED OPENING TECHNOLOGY WITH SORTING CAPABILITIES

fp-usa.com

The 306 letter opener is the world’s fastest envelope opener/sorter, making it the appropriate automation solution for mail
centers with large volumes of inbound mail. This machine will make quick work of all your envelopes, including flats and
overnights up to 1/2” thick. At a speed of up to 40,000 pieces per hour, this automatic letter opener easily opens and sorts
your mail with the push of a button!

MILLING CUTTER TECHNOLOGY
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USER-FRIENDLY CONTROL PANEL

Minimizes cut contents and provides feathered
edge for safe removal
Offers 9 cut-depths including “No-Cut” position
Opens a variety of mixed mail sizes and thickness
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Sharp LCD display
Integrated software with flexible job setup criteria
Multiple user capability with password security

RETRACTABLE MAIL TRAY HOLDERS

OPTIONAL FEATURES
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Integrated slide-out mail tray holders that position
input and output bins where they’re needed.
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SPECIFICATIONS
Envelope Thickness
Envelopes Sizes
Speed
Feeder Capacity
Stand and Waste Bin
Cutting Depth
Cutting Depth Settings
Dimensions (HxLxD)
Weight
Power Supply

BR2038

Up to 1/2”

▶

High-speed inkjet printer: prints time and date stamp
or other custom printing
Sorter: sort mail by pre-selected sizes or thicknesses
Batch: output mail in pre-selected quantities
90 degree powered conveyor: adds capacity and larger 		
space to manage output
Reports printer: Print hard copies of processing statistics

Up to 13.5” long, including
overnight envelopes
Up to 40,000 envelopes/hour
400 envelopes (load-on-the-fly)
Included
0.01” to 0.125”
9
58” x 47.75” x 21”
245 lbs

FP Mailing Solutions is an authorized partner of
the National Breast Cancer Foundation. FP is
committed to supporting this cause. In addition
to contributing to NBCF directly, we hold regular
fundraisers and encourage our employees and
customers to express their support.

115 VAC, 60HZ, 8.5A
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